Initial serum cholesterol level as a potential marker for post cardiac arrest patient outcomes.
Cholesterol and lipoproteins have many roles during systemic inflammation in critically ill patients. Many previous studies have reported that low levels of cholesterol are associated with poor outcomes in these patients. The aim of this study was to investigate the association of initial total cholesterol with predicting neurologic outcome of post-cardiac arrest patients. This was a retrospective observational study of out-of-hospital-cardiac arrest (OHCA) survivors who had serum cholesterol levels at admission. Multivariate regression analysis was performed to investigate total cholesterol and its association with neurologic outcome. Area under receiver operator characteristic curve (AUROC) was assessed and cut off values for predicting good or poor neurologic outcomes were analysed. A total of 355 patients were analysed. Lower total cholesterol was significantly associated with poor neurologic outcome [OR: 0.99 (95% CI: 0.98-0.99), p < 0.01] in the multivariate analysis. Cholesterol was also useful to screening for poor neurologic outcome [AUROC: 0.70 (95%CI: 0.63-0.77)]. Patients with cholesterol lower than 71 mg/dL had poor neurologic outcome with a specificity of 100%. Initial cholesterol level is an easily obtained biomarker that showed association with neurologic outcomes of post cardiac arrest patients.